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 m o r e  t h a n  a n y  o n e 
individual, Jack ingram shaped 
the national cryptologic museum 
of today. he personified it in the 
media and in countless lectures. 
The vision and direction of david 
W. gaddy, who was tasked by nsa 
director William o. studeman to 
establish the then-parent center 
for cryptologic history in �989 
and who proposed that use of 
a nearby former motel, and the 
perseverance and creative talent 
of earl J. “Jerry” coates, the first 
curator, who—with Jack’s assistance—brought it 
into being in �993, were rewarded by a succession 
of supportive directors of the national security 
agency, and Jack “assumed the con” in �994. in a 
rare coupling of vocation and avocation, Jack’s talent 
and training in graphics art, his career experience in 
the field of communications security (in which he 
was a singularly effective 
teacher and lecturer), his 
love of military history, 
and his strong sense of 
patriotism led to eleven 
ye a r s  o f  d e d i c a t i o n 
to  the  museum.  h is 
“f ingerprints” are ( in 
some cases, l iterally) 
on all of the exhibits. 
by year’s end, and over 
four decades with the 
agency, Jack was ready 
to turn over his “baby” 
to a new parent and 
announced his plans for 
retirement.
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 Jack’s own account of this period 
has received wide publicity within 
the agency and the intelligence 
community. an intelligence and 
security museum—especially 
one in the tightly controlled 
field of government and military 
communications security and 
intelligence—was a new entry 
into the public domain, when 
director studeman (then Vadm, 
usn) enthusiastically endorsed 
the concept. aimed at increasing 
public understanding of the role 

of the “super secret” national security agency, while 
serving as inspiration and building esprit de corps 
among the professionals, the museum was opened. 
There was (and is) no entry fee. What was displayed 
and interpreted had been purchased through public 
taxation--and the expenditure of lives of american 
citizens and their colleagues at home and abroad. 

The national security 
agency took pride in 
sharing and reflecting 
on this legacy.
 Jack was profiled in The 
Link, Vol. �, no. 4, Winter 
�998/99, and his tribute 
to a colleague, art green, 
appeared in The Link, 
Vol. 7, no. 3, fall 2004. 
his personal narrative of 
his tenure as curator has 
appeared in an internal 
n s a  p u b l i c a t i o n , 
c i a ’ s  “ s t u d i e s  i n 
i ntel l igence,” and in 

retirement flag flew over the nsa
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 The President ’s  announcement of  his 
selection of  nsa director hayden as the first 
Principal deputy to the newly established post 
of director of national intelligence in february 
2005, and his concurrent promotion to general 
“elevated” a close friend and ardent supporter of 
the museum and our  foundation. We wish him 
well in his new and vitally important role and await 
a new leader we hope will be equally supportive of 
our principal focus.
 although in retrospect the signs were there, 
it still came as a shock when we learned that Jack 
ingram, curator of the national cryptologic 
museum since the foundation came into existence, 
was retiring at the end of december 2004. upon 
his recommendation, Patrick Weadon, an agency 
historian and doctoral candidate—already known 
to museum visitors through several monographs—
takes the helm. We bid an affectionate farewell to 
Jack, with the very best wishes on his retirement, 
and we look forward to a continuing, close 
relationship with Patrick. 
 The marines are “out front” as usual, moving 
right along with their national museum of the 
marine corps at Quantico, with its towering, 
sloping design recalling the flag-raising on iwo-Jima 
in World War ii. The army is likewise moving with 
their national museum of the u.s. army, to take 
shape at fort belvoir, also in northern Virginia. 
a project of the army historical foundation, 
inc. (chartered in Virginia in �983), an enabling 
sponsorship program has been launched with 
gen. Tommy franks, usa (ret.) ,  seeking to 
raise $200 million. a curator has been hired and 
staff is already at work. recently we have learned 
(via “The history channel magazine”) that the 
u.s. navy civil engineer corps (cec)/seabee 
historical foundation, a private non-profit 
organization in gulfport, ms, is mounting a $�2 
million drive to build a new 35,000 sq. ft., facility 
in Port hueneme, ca, replacing a smaller �947 
seabee museum there, honoring the 750,000 
people who served in WW ii and since, according 
to retired navy captain William c. hilderbrand, 
foundation president. We also have the cold War 
museum, among others, and the commercial spy 
museum in downtown Washington, dc. i draw 
two conclusions from these events: we must move 
more aggressively with our own efforts to build 

oVerVieW a new national cryptologic museum facility, 
realizing that there is competition for fund-raising 
from similar enterprises and a tighter economic 
climate. and to do this successfully, we must convey 
the sense that this is not just for the present-day 
national security agency, but a truly national 
museum, honoring and memorializing the service 
of hundreds of thousands of men and women—
military and civilian-- who have participated in and 
built america’s cryptologic accomplishments, not 
just in World War ii, but throughout our existence 
as a nation.
 at the urging of board member gen. Linc 
faurer at our 24 december board meeting, that 
we refine our concept of operations, dr. hermann 
moved that a task group be established for that 
purpose and more, and that gen. faurer head 
it, as chairman of a new museum study group. 
general faurer graciously accepted that position 
and immediately set to work. We look forward 
to hearing from him in a future issue of The 
Link, which will also carry a report from a joint 
foundation-nsa visit to the marine museum 
project at Quantico.
 it is with great delight (and relief ) that i 
welcome to our ranks mr. John s. garcia, who 
has volunteered to serve as foundation secretary, 
a cornerstone of our “headquarters” staff, and 
a vacancy since the departure of John callahan.  
John garcia brings with him a record of over 
thirty years’ experience in program management, 
task analysis, and system migration, acquired and 
applied in the intelligence and intelligence-related 
activities of the department of defense and the 
intelligence community. To his degree in political 
science and history (brown university), John added 
master’s degrees from central michigan (mba) 
and georgetown university (mPm) and completed 
the course of instruction at the Program manager 
institute. his (navy) field experience in great 
britain, Japan, and scotland ranged from direct 
support to management of costly and complex 
advanced systems. since �992, his experience 
has been in the defense-related public sector. 
currently John is Program manager for strategic 
Programs within the hewlett-Packard advanced 
Program group. already his energy and drive have 
become evident to all of us.

John e. morrison
President
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a separately distributed 
nsa monograph, “ The 
first Ten years: a Personal 
story.” after an all-too-short 
break, Jack has returned 
to work with a company 
where his graphics art talent 
and experience are being 
brought to the fore-front.
  at  a  mid- day 
reception and retirement 
ceremony  held in the 

canine suite at nsa on � february 2005, Jack was honored 
by director hayden in the presence of family and friends. 
gen. hayden presented the director’s distinguished service 
medal (ddsm), a flag that had flown over the agency, and 
other tokens and remembrances, followed by appreciative 
remarks by colleagues and officials. ingram’s heartfelt 
response was echoed in a personal letter he subsequently 
addressed to gen. morrison and the foundation.

Jack  ingram, ncm curator, �994-2005

i retired on 3� december 2004, after an nsa career spanning almost 
forty two years. for the last eleven years of my career i was privileged 
to serve as the curator of the national cryptologic museum (ncm). 
i thought it appropriate that i pen a few parting remarks expressing 
my thanks and sincere appreciation for the support i received from 
all the members of the national cryptologic museum foundation 
(ncmf).

major general John e. morrison, Jr., usaf, ret.
 first of all, i want to take this opportunity to thank you, general 
morrison, for your vision to create a museum foundation to begin with, 
your leadership of the ncmf, unerring support of the ncm and for 
your ongoing quest to build a state of the art new ncm. however, just 
as important to me personally is the friendship you have demonstrated to 
me in so many ways and which has enriched my career and life in more 
ways than i have room to recount here. general morrison, i have always 
thought of you as the “godfather” of us intelligence and i would like to 
add that in some ways i feel you have been like a godfather to me too. 
during my retirement luncheon you gave some poignant remarks on my 
behalf. at the conclusion of your remarks, when you turned and saluted 
me, i almost lost it; it is a moment in time i will treasure always. Thank 
you for everything “my dear friend”.

national cryptologic museum foundation board of directors and 
staff
 it was an honor and humbling experience for me to be associated 
with and to be befriended by so many past and present members of the 
ncmf board and committees, some of you already legends in our field 
of endeavor. many of you helped to create, form and lead nsa during the 
cold War and to make it the best intelligence organization in the world. 
you are now freely giving of your time to help ensure our cryptologic legacy 
survives for future generations. While serving as curator, i would often 
reflect on how fortunate i was to be associated with you and how personally 
enriched i felt in knowing that you valued my opinions and ideas. i want 
to thank each of you for accepting, supporting, and encouraging me as well 
as for your advice and guidance while i served as curator. i want to add 
my special thanks for those of you that attended my retirement luncheon. 
your presence truly touched me.

national cryptologic museum foundation members
 i would also like to express my thanks and appreciation to the 
general membership of the ncmf for your support of the ncm. during my 
eleven year tenure as curator i met many of you as you visited the ncm or 
attended the annual general membership meetings or other venues. your 
support and interest in the ncm and cryptologic history in general were 
always a comfort to me. it was personally rewarding for me to meet many 
of you and see your pride in the ncm and our cryptologic history as you 
brought guests to visit the museum. i hope each of you will continue to 
support the ncm as members of the ncmf and that you will encourage 
your friends to join as well. Without your interest and your continued 
support there would be no ncmf! i’m now a member myself and i am 
looking forward to seeing many of you at upcoming ncmf events.
 serving as curator was a challenging, fulfilling and rewarding 
experience. it was often a step into uncharted waters and i enjoyed the trip 
immensely! Thank you all for helping me along the way.

sincerely yours,
Jack e. ingram
ncm curator, retired

change of command
aT The museum
continued from page �

receiving nsa’s highest award
The director’s distinguished service 

medal for exceptional service

director hayden, Jack, wife rosemary ingram, mother Vivian L. 
ingram, daughters cathy and angela and her husband, brad myers
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rayTheon PresenTaTion
To ncmf

 on �4 January 2005, officials from raytheon 
corporation presented to the foundation a 
check for $�0,000, designated for the “a.k.a. 
smart” program, teaching mathematics and 
cryptography to school children over the internet. 
in the accompanying photograph, arthur green 
(raytheon Vice-President, intelligence, space, and 
geo-spatial Programs) presents the check to gen. 
morrison, as Linda Taylor (raytheon) participates. 
gen. morrison expressed appreciation on behalf 
of the foundation and thanked raytheon for 
recognizing in a tangible way the promise for the 
future represented by “a.k.a. smart.”

aT&T PresenTaTion To ncmf

 in a special  ceremony at the museum 
on 2� January 2005, representatives of aT&T 
demonstrated their company’s support with the 
presentation of a $�5,000 check earmarked for the 
foundation’s new museum building fund. shown 
here presenting the check to an obviously delighted 
gen. morrison is radm ike cole (usn ret), Vice 
President, aT&T national information systems-
government solutions, inc., flanked by Joseph 
bellomo, director, special Projects, and michael 
green, director, intelligence community—both 
of aT&T-government solutions, inc.—and ncmf 
Vice President gene becker.

annuaL december Program
 The foundation’s annual “remember Pearl 
harbor”program took place on � december 
2004, featuring ncmf member bill Price, who 
worked at nsa in the early years and preserves a 
continuing interest in history. his presentation 
dealt with magic during World War ii, as derived 
from exploitation of the Japanese PurPLe 
cryptomachine, and he emphasized the value of 
reporting by Japan’s ambassadors to berlin and 
moscow.  bill’s characterization of the cabled 
reports (encrypted in  PurPLe) was enhanced 
during the question-and-answer session by the 
presence of four retired flag officers in the 
audience.

ncmf
general membership

meeting

26 october 2005
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The russian m-�25 fiaLka
david hamer - ncmf Vice-chairman acquisitions

continued on page 6

 in december 2004, through the auspices of the 
ncm foundation, the national cryptologic museum 
acquired an example of the rare, russian-built, m-�25 
cipher machine used by the ussr and Warsaw Pact 
countries during the cold War. m-�25 was codenamed 
fiaLka [Violet] by the soviets. earlier in the year 
word was circulating amongst the community of 
cipher machine researchers and collectors that exists 
throughout the world that five of these machines had 
surfaced in the former east germany, via Poland. 
When this news reached my ears i forthwith began an 
inquiry to determine their then current disposition 
and locations. one, i found, had been purchased by 
a british collector and was on loan to the cryptologic 
museum at bletchley Park (bP)  in the uk. Three were 
in the hands of a us collector, while the location of the 
fifth was, and still is, unknown to me.
 after some discussion with ncm curator Jack 
ingram, i began negotiations with the aforementioned 
us-based collector and, to cut a long story short, after 
some time was successful in arranging a trade in which 
ownership of an m-�25-mn fiaLka was transferred to 
ncm. The machine was delivered to the museum on 2 
december 2004.

 Very little information about this interesting 
machine is publicly available but an initial close 
examination reveals some basic details about its systems 
and capabilities. of great help has been a german 
language manual located by british collector John 
alexander, who has produced a good quality facsimile 
of this most useful, ��2-page document, publication of 
which is ascribed to the nationale Volksarmee der deutschen 

demokratischen republik and dated �978. (a copy of this 
manual was subsequently purchased by the foundation 
and donated to ncm as a companion-piece.).
 fiaLka is generally similar in its design principle 
to the german enigma cipher machine of WW ii and 
derivatives such as the swiss nema [neu maschine] 
already in the museum. however, it has ten wired 
wheels or rotors, each with 30 contacts, instead of the 
three (or four) wheels, each with 26 contacts, found 
in enigma: many other differences are apparent.
 rather than illuminating light bulbs [enigma’s 
glühlampen] to display the cipher text resulting from 
the input of plain text via the keyboard, fiaLka 
prints its output in readable form on paper tape, 
simultaneously punching holes in a five-bit telegraph 
tape of the baudot type if required. fiaLka also 
includes a paper tape reader that may be used for 
the rapid enciphering and deciphering of messages 
received by teleprinter – obviating the need to re-enter 
this material manually via the keyboard. The machine 
can also be connected directly by cable to either a 
teleprinter or radio receiver/transmitter for input and 
output respectively.
 fiaLkas’s keyboard is interesting and raises 
questions to those of us unfamiliar with the cyrillic 
alphabet. unlike the Western keyboards that we know 
and love, the keyboard of the russian machine has 
30 characters…and the first question that came to 
mind was why? The standard russian alphabet has 
33 characters. a quick check with a russian specialist 
disclosed that 30 characters are quite adequate for 
communications: substitutions may be used for two 
of the three ‘missing’ characters while the third, 
though grammatically a component of the present-day 

mr. ingram, fiaLka, dr. hamer
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The russian m-�25 fiaLka
david hamer - ncmf Vice-chairman acquisitions

continued from page 5

alphabet, is no longer in common use.
 another interesting observation concerning the 
keyboard is that each key, in addition to its cyrillic 
character, carries a Western character or numeral. 
The layout, as i came to discover, is basically that of a 
standard russian typewriter or computer keyboard and 
is quite similar, apart from the additional keys, to that 
used by enigma. The four extra keys bear the numerals 
2, 5, 7, and 8 and some characters, namely L, P and Q, 
are relocated. otherwise the familiar QWerTZuio… 
used in the enigma keyboard is retained.
 fiaLka is normally operated from a separate 
power supply that provides dc output from a range 
of input voltages and frequencies - selectable on the 
power unit. manual operation of the mechanical 
components is possible through a hand crank, with 
which the machine is provided.
 in use, a major characteristic of this machine is 
that each of the ten wired wheels moves in the opposite 
sense to its neighbor. in other words five wheels move 

memoriaL regisTry
 The foundation’s “in memorium” registry was 
initiated in 2002 (The Link, Vol. 4, nos. � and 2, and 
Vol. 5, no. 4) to provide for member recognition of 
departed colleagues, admired and beloved supervisors, 
and others, whose “silent service” deserved special 
recognition. The memorial book records the name of 
the individual so honored and the sponsor(s). entry of 
that information is based upon receipt of a donation 
of $�00 or more to the ncmf. multiple sponsorships 
are also listed, in the order received or alphabetically. 
(of the 29 names listed in the first report in The Link, 
Winter 2002, the first 24 are in alphabetical order.) 
donations of lesser amounts than $�00 are gratefully 
accepted, and acknowledged in a letter of recognition 
and appreciation to the donor.
 in addition to the book, a memorial tablet or 
plaque records the names of individuals in whose 
memory a donation of $�0,000 (or more) is received. 
both the book and the tablet are displayed at the 
entrance to the museum. donor-sponsors are reminded 
that their donations contribute directly to the work 
of the foundation in support of the museum, and 
that the amounts are entirely tax-deductible under 
the provisions of the internal revenue service, which 
recognizes the ncmf as a not-for-profit 50� c (3) 
organization.
 The following names have been added to the 
memorial book:

#56 honoree: James richard “dick” chiles
sponsors: susan d. and benjamin n. hoover 
 
#57 honoree: earl david clark Jr.,
sponsors: k. Janet clark (wife), and (children)
 Terri Lynn  murphy  & diane clark   

#58 honoree: captain norman klar, usn (ret.)
sponsor: harry g. rosenbluh 
 
#59 honoree: Joseph richard
sponsors: mr. & mrs. david hendershot

#60 honoree: colonel charles h. hiser, usa (ret.)
sponsors: mr. & mrs. charles girhard

#6� honoree: colonel Paul e. neff, usa (ret.)
sponsors: mr. and mrs. charles girhard

‘away’ from, while the other five move ‘towards,’ the 
operator. This movement is achieved by a simple but 
effective arrangement of stepping levers mounted 
beneath each of the ten wheels.
 fiaLka has no plugboard comparable to 
enigma’s steckerbrett. instead, an electronic  reader is 
located on the left side of the machine, which allows the 
use of punched cards to set internal cipher parameters 
in addition to those resulting from the internal wiring 
and movement of the wheels.
 others who are studying fiaLka have shared 
their observations with me. in addition to John 
alexander’s work on the machine displayed at bP, here 
in the us Professor Tom Perera is currently examining 
another of these interesting machines. i am indebted 
to the curator of the ncm and the museum staff, who 
kindly allow me to have access to what is now ‘their’ 
m-�25-mn.

[editor’s note: The designation m�25 recalls the m��� cipher 
machine, identified as having been introduced in late �977/early 
�978 in the north Vietnamese armed Public security forces, later 
the border guard Troops. (see “essential matters: a history of the 
cryptographic branch of the People’s army of Viet name, �945-�975, 
with a supplement…�959-�989.” national security agency, center 
for cryptologic history, special series, no. 5, �994.) Perhaps the 
m-series designated crypto equipment designed or modified for export 
to soviet bloc components or allies.] 
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for The booksheLf
(guest reviewer and ncmf member ray schmidt recalls the late grace hopper in the following essay. –ed.) 

continued on page 8

saVing grace
raymond P. schmidt, caPT, usnr (ret.)

Lost to history?
 grace brewster murray was widely known 
by her married name, grace hopper. she was 
once better known in the Pentagon as the oldest 
us navy admiral on active duty— when admiral 
hyman g. rickover (“father of the nuclear 
submarine”) retired in �983. her retirement at 
the age of 80 for a second time three years later 
marked the passing of an era because she was the 
last of the World War ii WaVes to leave active 
service.
 almost forgotten now, however, is that grace 
hopper as a newly commissioned officer was the 
first programmer for the historic mark i calculator 
at harvard beginning in June �944. mark i 
computations supported vital navy ordnance 
research 24 hours a day until the end of the war. 
only a few people today remember the many ways 
she qualified as a bona fide civilian pioneer in the 
new and expanding post-war field of automated 
data processing. seldom remembered by anyone 
is that she earned professional recognition for 
developing the first compiler for a computer 
programming language. or that she went on to 
transform computer programming when recalled 
by the navy in �967, and then quickly resumed 
work as a civilian information technology 
consultant the day after she retired from the navy 
in �986.
 These accomplishments and her association 
with cryptologists have all but disappeared 
from the public consciousness. indeed, even 
knowledgeable librarians have never heard 
about this “grand old Lady of software” who 
was sometimes affectionately—but somewhat 
misleadingly—called “grandma coboL.”

keeping the memory alive
 historian kathleen broome Williams of the 
city university of new york has helped ensure the 
preservation of hopper’s vital role in the critical 
early years of us navy information technology—a 
task for which she is ably qualified. Williams’ short 
biography, grace hopper: admiral of the cyber 
sea, was published by the naval institute Press 

of annapolis in late 2004 as the latest volume in 
The Library of naval biography. books in this series 
are intended for the general reader, accounting 
for a text under 200 pages and an abbreviated 
index. for the specialist, on the other hand, 24 
pages of “notes,” nine pages listing the extensive 
“bibliography,” and a four-page essay suggesting 
“further reading” all lead to popular as well as 
hard-to-find sources on World War ii, computer 
development, issues on science and government, 
and the role of women—especially scientists and 
mathematicians—in society and war, among other 
topics. These writings can sometimes be tedious; 
not so the life of grace hopper.

a small giant in fields dominated by men
 born on 9 december �906 into a relatively 
prosperous new york city family, this short (five 
feet, six inches tall) and slight (never weighing 
over �06 pounds) mature professor (well over 
age at 37 when finally accepted for navy service) 
was appointed a rank above her classmates as a 
Lieutenant Junior grade in June �944 because she 
had earned a Phd. (characteristically for that time, 
the commissioning certificate read: “i do hereby 
appoint him . . . ”!)
 Williams’s biography relates that, during her 
long and active life, the remarkable grace murray 
hopper:
 - graduated from Vassar with honors and as a

Phi beta kappa in �928, majoring in 
mathematics and physics;

 - taught mathematics and physics at Vassar from
�93� to �943, initially as an assistant 
professor and then accepting a promotion 
to associate professor;

 - received a fellowship enabling her to complete
an ma in �930 and a Phd in �934 —the only 
woman earning the higher degree—in both 
those disciplines at yale, writing her thesis 
in absentia, and received two prestigious 
sterling scholarships;

 - won election while at yale to sigma Xi, the
international honor society of research 
scientists and engineers;

 - married Vincent hopper in �930 and helped
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continued on page 9

him with his Phd dissertation at columbia 
on medieval number symbolism—they 
divorced in �945;

 - typically undaunted after being turned,
down pursued her quest to serve in the navy 
from early �942 until finally accepted into 
the WaVes in december �943;

 - wrote programs as a newly-commissioned
Lieutenant Junior grade for the ibm 
automatic sequence controlled calculator 
or mark i—arguably the first real computer 
in the united states—for its demanding 
designer, howard k. aiken, at the harvard 
computation Lab during WWii;

 - remained at harvard after the war in a civilian
capacity as aiken’s deputy for three years 
under a navy contract, and stayed in the navy 
reserve after being promoted to Lieutenant 
in �946, retiring as a commander in �966;

 - designed software for the first commercially-
p ro d u c e d  c o m p u t e r,  t h e  u n i ve r s a l 
automatic computer (uniVac), for the 
eckert-mauchly computer corporation, 
and continued working for remington 
rand, sperry rand, and unisys through 
successive corporate acquisitions from �949 
to �967, retiring from the company at the 
mandatory age of 65 in �97�;

 - served �9 years on active duty in the us
navy––all after the normal retirement age, 
starting in �967, and was promoted twice 
during those two decades;

 - retired as a one-star admiral after 43 of 
years total service, and claimed that her 
highest award was “the privilege and 
responsibility of serving very proudly in the 
united states navy and of programming 
and operating the mark i.”

 - then immediately hired on as a full-time
senior consultant with digital equipment 
corporation, a company with no mandatory 
retirement age, from �986 until she died on 
� January �992.

 Williams takes care to note that these many 
successes never caused grace hopper to ask for 
favored treatment or moved her to support the 
women’s liberation movement. she quotes a san 

diego newspaper article that captures the essence 
of grace’s views: “hopper is more worried about 
the computer mystique than she is the feminine 
mystique.” Perhaps her early dedication to 
learning and her popularity as a professor led 
her instead to a lifelong commitment to youth 
and mentoring. her brother observed that she 
had devoted her life to teaching, saying “once a 
teacher always a teacher.” Williams agrees, saying 
that her lasting legacy was her students: grace 
hopper “thought her greatest accomplishment 
was all the young people she had taught over the 
years.”

concentration on Learning Languages
opened doors to the future
 Whatever inspired grace hopper, she 
relentlessly pursued her dream of seeing 
computers accepted for use in a wide variety 
of applications. machine technology advanced 
rapidly in little over a decade after the war from 
using electromechanical relays to vacuum tubes to 
silicon chips in a bewildering array of equipments, 
many of them dedicated to addressing a single 
function, such as accounting or shipboard fire 
control. as author Williams makes clear, grace 
hopper was a mathematician and not an electrical 
engineer. her interests remained focused 
on simplifying the task of programmers and 
standardizing software quickly wherever possible.
 Perhaps part of the motivation derived 
from her family heritage—her great-grandfather 
russell was an admiral whose name was often 
invoked to propel grace and her siblings to excel. 
another source may have been her curiosity at an 
early age to understand how things worked, even 
taking apart all seven alarm clocks in the house 
literally to see what made them tick. but most 
certainly one major influence was her affinity for 
languages:
 - as a teenager, she studied Latin for one year

at the Partridge private school for women 
in Plainfield, new Jersey in order to gain 
admittance in �924 to Vassar college in 
Poughkeepsie, new york. she graduated 
four years later with majors in mathematics 
and physics and was elected to Phi beta 
kappa.

 - This budding scientist then taught herself
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german while a master-of-arts candidate 
at yale in �928-�930 by studying both 
english and german versions of the same 
mathematics textbook.

 - as a Vassar assistant professor of mathema-
tics beginning in �93�, she sat in on two 
courses each semester at the Poughkeepsie 
women’s college. grace acknowledged 
that these courses provided her an 
understanding of the basics of subjects 
such as architecture, astronomy, statistical 
astronomy, bacteriology, biology, geology, 
philosophy, plant horticulture, and zoology. 
They also gave her the insight that each 
discipline has its own language and symbols, 
so essential to her later contributions in 
software development.

 - Later as a teacher, she would write in
german on a chalkboard with her left 
hand until the line reached her face, then 
continue writing that line in french with 
the chalk in her right hand, a feat somewhat 
replicated in �955 when she demonstrated 
capabilities of the first minicompiler with 
instructions written in english, french, and 
german.

 - When she joined the eckert-mauchly
computer corporation in Philadelphia 
in �949, her job required her to learn to 
program in the octal numerical system 
(base 8) for the binac (binary automatic 
computer). although she mastered this 
new and allegedly “more efficient” means 
of coding, it caused her problems when she 
unconsciously carried the conversion over 
to balancing her checkbook. The resulting 
frustration convinced her that computers 
would simply have to learn the decimal 
system, and eventually led her to the 
conclusion that writing software instructions 
in english would be even better.

 - in �952, this meticulous mathema-
tician wrote every instruction herself for 
the first “compiler,” called the a-0 for initial 
algebraic, thus creating what she considered 
“a series of specifications” that would allow 
a computer to arrange subroutines to form 
a program.

almost assigned to cryptology
 graduate student hopper studied 
mathematics at yale with the distinguished 
professor howard T. engstrom, and maintained 
contact with him the rest of their lives. as war 
loomed, Vassar assistant professor hopper eagerly 
studied the course in cryptanalysis the navy had 
sent to college math departments. some time in 
�944, officer candidate hopper arranged upon 
commissioning to work for engstrom at navy’s 
oP-20-g in dc.
   There—although she had no way of knowing 
this at the time—commander engstrom directed 
the research section that developed the “high 
speed” bombe in an attempt to process messages 
encrypted by german m4 enigma machines. 
Thus, what seemed a logical and welcome 
assignment for hopper could have sent her on to 
a career in cryptology—the other major navy use 
of computers. but her previous success at Vassar 
may have been the reason those anticipated 
orders were changed.
   While an assistant professor at Vassar in 
�93�, hopper taught a tough course in finite 
differences, learning the subject one lesson 
ahead of her students. during school year �94� 
as an associate professor, hopper won a Vassar 
faculty scholarship that allowed her to spend half 
her time studying the calculus of variations and 
differential geometry with the highly respected 
mathematician richard courant at new york 
university. years later, hopper learned that one 
course on finite differences and solutions to 
partial differential equations (Pdes) showed up 
in her navy job classification record.
 [a mathematician advised me that Pdes have 
historically been used in military applications. 
for example, napoleon’s scientific advisor Joseph 
fourier performed such calculations which are 
iterative in nature to aid in cooling big guns 
without cracking the barrels—but you need no 
mathematics to understand the book or hopper’s 
career!]
 These qualifications clearly were important to 
the harvard computation Lab. Williams concludes 
that they probably led to the change in hopper’s 
orders which sent her to work with howard aiken 
rather than howard engstrom.
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amazing grace
 Williams’ biography tells a story of the 
interaction between technology and bureaucracy 
but from the informed view of people involved. 
The diminutive former professor helped lead her 
companies, the navy, and other clients and military 
services into a wartime operational environment 
and peacetime business world no one could have 
predicted. Williams had prepared for this task by 
her two recent publications. secret Weapon: u.s. 
high-frequency direction finding in the battle of the 
atlantic demonstrates how hfdf played a critical 
part in ending the u-boat threat during World 
War ii. improbable Warriors: Women scientists and 
the u.s. navy in World War ii recounts the lives 
of four women with Phds who served vital roles 
at the Woods hole oceanographic institute, on 
an applied mathematics Panel of the national 
defense research council, in navy weather service 
organizations, and with the harvard computation 
Lab; they modestly attributed their unheralded 
successes to a desire simply to “do what needed 
to be done.” To help readers understand these 
scientific contributions, the author describes 
briefly the work they did and explained what 
difference it made. she carried this clarity into the 
grace hopper book.
 The last chapter recapitulates many 
contributions by the “grand old Lady of 
software” and the recognition that followed. 
Williams concluded that hopper made three “real 
contributions to programming languages and 
information processing:” she developed the first 
minicompiler (to operate in three languages), 
created fLoW-maTic to translate english 
sentences into a computer-coded program, and 
grasped and exploited the value of the mark i 
concept which separated data from procedures. 
hopper became a champion of developing 
higher-level software languages, serving on the 
committee that developed coboL or common 
business oriented Language in �960. “grandma 
coboL” did not invent it herself, but her name 
has become forever associated with the software.
 Throughout the book Williams refers to 
hopper’s sense of humor, a gentle wit that added 
to her management prowess and endeared her to 

audiences around the navy and the world. some 
of this came out as self-deprecating thoughts 
that disarmed potential critics. When the navy 
re-titled the commodore rank to rear admiral, 
she called friends in Philadelphia. keep an eye on 
great-grandfather russell’s grave, she cautioned. 
The thought of a female admiral might cause him 
to rise from the dead!
 nevertheless, her awards came heavy and fast: 
she received some thirty honorary degrees. The 
data Processing management association selected 
hopper as its first “man-of-the-year” in �969. in 
�973 hopper was tapped as the only american 
to be made distinguished fellow of the british 
computer society and her escort to the award was 
the legendary Lord Louis mountbatten. one year 
before her retirement, the navy broke ground 
for the grace murray hopper service center 
data processing facility in san diego. upon her 
retirement, the secretary of the navy awarded her 
the defense distinguished service medal. finally, 
in �99�, the President presented her with the 
national medal of Technology. Then, four years 
after she died, the navy launched uss hopper, an 
arleigh burke-class destroyer. Williams was correct 
to title her last chapter “amazing grace”!

 a final note
 grace hopper’s retirement ceremony for 
the oldest serving admiral was held on board the 
oldest commissioned navy ship, uss constitution, in 
boston. secretary of the navy John Lehman, who 
had promoted her in �983, delivered the farewell 
remarks. he concluded with this humorous 
reference to what grace hopper meant to the 
navy: “i am reminded of that famous story about 
P.T. barnum. about the turn of the century, his 
principal attraction, the human cannonball, came 
to his showman boss and said, ‘mr. barnum, i 
just can’t take it any longer. Two performances a 
day and four on weekends are just too much. i’m 
quitting.’ To which barnum replied: ‘you can’t 
possibly quit! Where will i find someone else of 
your caliber?’”
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sTamPs, anyone?
 What does philately—the collection and 
study of stamps, “covers” (envelopes), post marks, 
and related aspects-- have to do with cryptology? 
foundation member mark sommer, a political 
scientist and professor at stevens’ institute of 
Technology in hoboken, nJ, has a very special 
interest in that subject and wonders to what ex-
tent others in the ncmf may share that interest.
 Prof. sommer, himself a philatelist and post-
al historian, offers a partial answer to the rhetorical 
question: he is an academic member of the asso-
ciation of former intelligence officers (afio), the 
national military intelligence association (nmia), 
the security affairs support association (sasa), 
the military intelligence corps association, and 
the bletchley Park Trust in england, as well as our 
foundation. given his avocation and the span of 
interests represented by that membership, he has 
become fascinated with the postal reflections of 
intelligence and security, world wide. one example 
that might be cited (as it was in the fall 2004 issue 
of The Link) is the Polish commemorative stamp 
recalling the exploits of the three Polish crypto-
mathematicians who achieved the enigma break-
through so critical to victory in World War ii. neatly 
framed, one hangs on the wall of the national cryp-
tologic museum. but with his keen eye, Prof. som-
mer has drawn attention to other cases in which 
postal items be of interest to some of our readers. 
one example he cites is that commemorating the 
“The bridge of spies,” prominent during the cold 
War and the literature of that period. he writes:
 on January 27, �998, germany issued a 
set of stamps picturing bridges, under the motto 
“bridges bring People Together.” one of these 
was the glienicke bridge in divided berlin.
 The glienicke bridge was also called 
“The bridge of spies.” at the northern ( West 
berlin) end of the bridge a sign warned “you 
are leaving the american sector.” under the 
four-power agreements dividing up berlin, it was 
reserved for soviet and allied military traffic.
 in �962 downed u-2 pilot francis gary 
Powers walked past soviet spy rudolf abe while 
Powers walked north across the bridge in a fa-
mous spy exchange. in �985, 25 Western agents 
were traded on the bridge for four eastern 
bloc spies imprisoned in the united states.

	

  but the most famous crossings of the bridge 
were dramatized in the movies. The exchanges 
were always conducted at night, with glowing shad-
ows and the infamous shapes of soviet personnel. it 
seemed to take forever for the Western individual 
to come home from the cold as the eastern indi-
vidual went south, back behind the iron curtain.
 The fact remains that the “walks” always 
took several suspenseful minutes, even though 
these changes were almost always arranged ahead 
of time and were usually done in the daylight.
 The original wooden bridge was part of the 
link between Potsdam and berlin that frederick 
William ii developed into a weather resistant road 
in Prussia in �795. growing traffic made it neces-
sary in �834 to build a broader and more solid 
stone bridge. The bridge became something of a 
bottleneck at the beginning of the 20th century, 
and it was replaced by a broader and higher struc-
ture made of steel. officially the bridge of spies 
was supposed to be called the kaiser frederick 
bridge, but most still call it the glienicke bridge.
 The bridge was destroyed at the end of 
WW ii. in �949, as a gesture toward german 
unity, it was rebuilt by brandenburg (then in 
east germany) which extended halfway across 
the river, and it was called The bridge of unity. 
before the berlin Wall was constructed, the east 
germans closed the bridge on may 26, �952, with 
an exception for vehicles of the four occupying 
powers. The day after the berlin Wall fell, the 
checkpoints at both ends were taken away, and 
thus the bridge did become a bridge of unity.

  

if you wish to correspond with Prof. somer, he 
may be reached at:
 Prof. mark sommer
 �266 Teaneck road
 apt. �0a
 Teaneck, nJ 07666
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